Safe in our hands when it’s out of yours.

**KNSecureChain** Secure solutions for high-value shipments.

*Overland High Value*
A commitment beyond the call of duty

With over 120 years of experience, Kuehne + Nagel is now one of the world’s leading providers of premium, fully integrated supply chain solutions.

KN SecureChain provides a comprehensive, fully customisable and protective solution for high-value and/or sensitive products. With our experienced team of highly trained experts, secure locations, strict operational processes and specific business contingency plans, we provide the highest standards to meet your supply chain needs. This way we ensure that your products arrive at their destination – in perfect condition.

With TAPA compliant locations in most European countries and our fleet of over 5,000 trucks and trailers – as well as long-term partnerships with hand-picked subcontractors – we give you maximum capacity and flexibility for your logistics needs.

All our subcontractors are regularly trained, audited and certified to maintain the highest standards of quality and integrity.

KN SecureChain is the secure, pan-European solution for the transportation of valuable and/or sensitive products from single pallets to full truckloads (LTL to FTL).

KN SecureChain
End-to-end, secure solutions that can be tailored to your specific requirements – with maximum risk mitigation, real-time visibility and proactive intervention.

KN SECURECHAIN PROVIDES A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FLEXIBLE AND EFFICIENT LOGISTICS SERVICES FOR THE COMPLETE PROTECTION OF YOUR GOODS, INCLUDING:

- Flexible, door-to-door delivery throughout Europe
- Reliable lead times from pick-up to delivery, based on specific requirements (one and two driver concept)
- From single pallets to full truckloads (LTL to FTL)
- Shipment visibility via best-in-class track and trace system (KN Login) across all transport modes
- Highly experienced teams with continuous process improvement mentality
- Claims prevention programme to reduce exposure to risk and to minimise damage and loss
- Performance excellence through centralised performance monitoring and proactive investigations

TO ENABLE YOU TO RESPOND QUICKLY, FLEXIBLY AND INDIVIDUALLY TO THE PRECISE NEEDS OF YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN, OUR END-TO-END LOGISTICS PACKAGES CAN PROVIDE EXTRA VALUE BY INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING SERVICES ON REQUEST:

- Pre-advice service so the consignee can schedule availability for delivery
- Delivery at a specific time
- Reverse logistics
- Double manned trucks (two driver concept) to increase security and reduce lead times
- Route control systems and geofencing
- Real-time status based on trailer telematic
- Customer-specific performance reporting via KN Login
- Order/shipment visibility on serial number level
- Security escorts
- 24/7 truck and trailer monitoring
- Peak planning to avoid deterioration in service and security levels
- Launch management of high-tech products
- White glove/installation services
The right partner to transport your valuable goods

When handling and providing logistic support for high-value products – capacity, quality, security, visibility and flexibility are crucial to ensure their seamless transportation. Kuehne + Nagel has been a pioneer in this field for decades. Our highly trained specialists draw on their extensive experience when developing best-practice solutions for the transportation of your shipments.

END-TO-END VISIBILITY AND MONITORING WITH KN LOGIN
KN Login, our industry-leading logistics information tool, enables you to track and trace your shipments around the world – and around the clock.

- KPI reporting
- Exception monitoring and alerts

HIGHEST QUALITY PERFORMANCE
Our experienced KN SecureChain experts are fully focused on ensuring the highest standards of performance. We have implemented a range of measures to maintain these levels of service excellence:

- End-to-end monitoring of shipments by competence centres
- Dedicated team of well trained experts
- Proactive exception and incident management
- KN SecureChain standard operating procedures and defined service level agreements
- Lean Six Sigma process improvement programme

INNOVATIVE AND RIGOROUS SECURITY MEASURES
KN SecureChain offers your valuable shipments invaluable protection against all manner of incidents by maintaining the very highest security levels. Our process standards include:

- Claims prevention programme
- Closely managed carrier base
- Fleet of high-quality road vehicles
- Cross docking in accredited secure locations including full CCTV surveillance
- Lane risk assessment and secure parking programme

KN SecureChain – shipment of high-value goods from Madrid to Moscow

06:38 PM/DAY 1
MADRID
PICK UP
STATUS: ON TIME

12:30 PM/DAY 5
MINSK
SECURE PARKING
STATUS: OK-APPROVED PARKING

02:00 AM/DAY 3
COLOGNE
SECURE PARKING
STATUS: OK-APPROVED PARKING

04:00 PM/DAY 6
MOSCOW
PLANNED ARRIVAL
STATUS: ON SCHEDULE
KN SECURECHAIN AT A GLANCE
• Pan-European, security-focused network
• Claims prevention programme
• Strict process adherence
• Centralised performance monitoring
• Real-time, end-to-end visibility monitoring and action 24/7/365 with KN Login

KN SECURECHAIN BENEFITS INCLUDE
• Less exposure to operational risks through security-standard compliant handling
• Performance excellence through proactive investigation
• Enhanced visibility and traceability, proactive intervention and risk reduction
• Adaptable services to ensure optimal solutions